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Obgyn shelf exam reddit

Hello, everybody! I'm currently studying for my OBGYN shelf. Of all the posts I read, I think the best resources are UWorld/UWise for Questions, Case Files for Text and Anki for Retention. Is there anything else I can add or replace? Thank you for your help! Page 2 14 comments Obgyn shelf materialsFollow what I did for obgyn shelf. I
searched and found many topics recommending Apgo, Uworld, casefiles and +/- drawings. This shapes the outlines of my research plan. Apgo Questions - 542?s x2 - Are repeat tests of previous subject sections also? Apgo video tutorialsArgo casesWedel questions - 225?some videos Chancesprint questions at the end of the book -
100? SCaplan QBook tests - 100?sClinical master exams - 100?s Puzzled against what is previously due to themes say low yield. Wondering if anyone took the new obstetrics and gynecology exams and thought they were representative of the exam shelves? I also wondered if there was anything else you would recommend to do for an
obgyn shelf that I was neglected. Thank you. I'm and haven't studied for my shelf during my shift, and I've spent the last two days stuffing myself for it. So far I have graduated:UWise x2UWorld x1, incorrect x1Just took one of the NBME subject exam and I have 74.My test is tomorrow. I thought to do the following:Watching the clips of
Kaplan OBGYN (2.5 hours)Speed reading as much CaseFilesIt just skip kaplan videos and read casefiles? I've got six more hours to study. What would you do with the rest of the night if you were wearing my stupid shoes? Share your wisdom plzEdit: PS this is my first shelf examPage 2 10 comments Hey all, the 2nd rotation, OB / GYN
and a long story short:In the last month: 3 weeks straight from delivering babies / on call to a large academic center (our hardest on M3). 12-13 hours and 1 day rest (spa all day). Basically 0.0000% discount when there is and to be honest, I was able to read only about 50 PG of case files and do about 40 UW questions. Now: I have
exactly 1 week to study for the shelf, mixed with a less demanding day-to-day schedule (only 8 hours vs. 12 yay). While I was enjoying this neighborhood, I don't care about this as a career. All I need is to pass the shelf. How do I do that? Go.Page 2 19 comments Hello I just wondered what resources should I use for my OBGYN shelf?
I've heard of Yuti, but I'm not spending $1,500 on it. Is the WOOS enough for a bank? What other resources should I use? I also watch the medical movies online. Thank you! Page 2 17 comments Ob / Gyn shelf is this week. He loved the spin and I think I want to do Ob/Gyn, so I'd like to do well on the shelf. The problem is, I'm not doing
well on the shelves. I've done APGO and I'm almost done with UW (results have risen above average, it is certainly not exclusive). I made a bunch of OME and will rotate into NBME practices. I still feel unprepared. All my ratings, plans, etc. get great feedback and I am praised for my knowledge etc, but I have problems with translation
that in fair / good shelf results. Any tips on how can I prepare for Ob/Gyn on top of what I've done? Please inform Hotel 100 of your expected arrival time in advance. I want to shake the shelf and it'il be four weeks. What am I supposed to do? (the more structured/specific responses, the better) Page 2 17 comments What are the resources
to honor the ObGyn shelf? Page 2Pot byu / [deleted]2 10 years ago comments I had the path / fis mostly, just neglected to remember this nonsense. Any assistance has been evaluated. Page 2 8 comments I have worked on uWise and uWorld issues, as well as reading from several OBGYN books. I usually watch Emma Holly's videos
the day before my exam, but since OBGYN doesn't have one, what would you recommend as the highest income to review before my exam? EDIT: Already watching onlineSale videos in the last 2 days Page 2 12 comments
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